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Abstract—A photovoltaic (PV) microsystem based on a 4-cell
solar module, with solar cells fabricated in-house, is presented in
this paper. Each cell provides an open circuit voltage of 1.03V
and a short circuit current of 48.5mA. The system is capable
of providing an output current of 3mA at the constant output
voltage of 3.3V . The DC-DC conversion relies on a step-up
converter LM2621 from Texas Instruments. The experimentally
obtained V-I and P-I curves show the capability of the module
to charge a battery of 3mAh capacity.
Index Terms—energy harvesting, photovoltaic microsystem,
crystalline silicon solar cell

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of portable and battery operated systems is widely
spread in our present life, in areas ranging from entertainment
and communications, to automotive, medical, and industrial
applications [1]. However, battery operated devices have limited autonomy, as the available power in the battery gradually
decreases, even if the system is off most of the time. To
get over this issue, different energy sources available in the
environment have been investigated, such as movement or
vibration, thermal gradient, light and radio frequency signals
[2]–[4]. These energy sources make it possible for portable
systems to operate for a long period of time without requiring
maintenance or battery replacement.
A source of energy readily available, especially in countries
with very sunny climates, is solar energy. A solar cell converts
the incident solar radiation into a current or voltage, taking
advantage of the electric field formed in a p-n junction.
Nevertheless, the open circuit voltage provided by solar cells
is typically very low, e.g. from 0.4V to 0.7V for a single
crystalline silicon solar cell, and the total current density
ranges from 39mA/cm2 to 42.65mA/cm2 [5]. Due to this, a
single solar cell is not capable of powering a system by itself,
978-1-7281-4840-3/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE

and sets of solar cells connected in series and/or parallel, called
modules, are used instead.
Another issue associated with the use of solar radiation
is the fact that the amount of available energy depends on
the time of the day and weather conditions, resulting in an
intermittent power generation. As a result, a system using
solar radiation as a primary source of energy usually requires
a backup element, such as a battery. Lithium-ion and solidstate batteries provide higher energy density than the lead acid
technology, and are therefore smaller and lighter rechargeable
backup elements, and the most suitable option in photovoltaic
systems [6]. However, a 3.3V DC voltage level and a current
0.1 times the total capacity of the battery are required to charge
them. For this reason, a DC-DC converter is required to adapt
the voltage level and provide the maximum possible power to
the battery. A switched DC-DC converter is able to provide
a DC output voltage higher, equal or lower than the input.
In contrast to capacitive converters, the simpler topology and
higher efficiency of inductive converters make them a better
choice for the design of PV microsystems [7].
In this paper, a PV microsystem consisting of a crystalline
silicon solar module and an inductive DC-DC converter is
presented. The solar cells used to collect the solar energy were
fabricated at the National Institute for Astrophysics, Optics
and Electronics (INAOE), and a step-up converter LM2621
from Texas Instruments [8] was used to adapt the voltage
levels and provide the required power to charge battery in
portable systems. The outline of the paper is as follows.
Section II provides an overview of the proposed crystalline
solar cells, the fabrication process and their characteristics. In
section III the design of the DC-DC boosting converter used
to adapt the module output is described. Section IV presents
the experimental results and, finally, conclusions are drawn in
section V.
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Fig. 1. Structure of solar cell

II. S OLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS
A typical textured crystalline silicon solar cell is shown
in Fig. 1. It consists of a p-n junction close to the surface.
The electron-hole pairs are swept to the front and back
contacts due to the electric field generated in the junction. The
photogenerated current is shown in Fig. 2. Three main points
can be distinguished in the curve: the short circuit current Isc ,
the open circuit voltage Voc , and the maximum power point
(MPP) at which the power provided by the cell is maximum
[9]. For a crystalline silicon solar cell, the maximum open
circuit voltage is around 0.7V [5].
The textured solar cells were fabricated at INAOE on pSi (boron doped), Czochralski (CZ) wafers with orientation
(100), thickness of 300µm and resistivity (ρ) of 5 ∼ 15Ωcm.
The textured c-Si wafer surfaces were made by an etchant
solution which is based on potassium hydroxide / isopropyl
alcohol / deionized water (KOH / IPA / DI H2 O). KOH
concentration was 1.5wt%, the IPA concentration was 3.8wt%
and the DI water was 400ml. The temperature of the solution
was 50◦ C for 50 minutes. Phosphorus diffusion, from an ntype gas source, was carried out in quartz diffusion furnaces.
The pre-deposition was made at 950◦ C for ten minutes using
a mixture of Phosphine (P H3 ), Nitrogen (N2 ) and Oxygen
(O2 ) gases. The phosphosilicate glass (PSG) was etched using
the Buffer Hydrogen Fluoride (BHF) 7 : 1 solution. The drive
in step was performed under wet conditions, at 950◦ C in an
atomic diffusion furnace for ten minutes. The wet thermal
thin film of SiO2 grown in the drive-in diffusion step was
used as single layer anti reflecting coating (SLARC). The grid
was defined by photolithography in areas of 1cm × 1cm and
the aluminum (Al) contacts were formed by electron-beam
evaporation and the lift-out technique. The bottom contact was
formed by 1µm thick evaporation of Al. An alloy step was
made at 420◦ C for 20 minutes in forming gas ambient and
finally, the solar cells were cut. The fabricated textured c-Si
solar cells provide an open circuit voltage of 0.56V and a short
circuit current of 39.3mA, and reach a conversion efficiency of
16.4% [10]. The I-V and P-V curves of a cell under standard
radiation conditions (AM1.5) are shown in Fig 2, where a
maximum power point is achieved at Imp = 35.9mA and
Vmp = 0.46V .
The fabricated solar cells were compared both with commercial cells and with cells manufactured by other researchers. As
shown in Table I, the Fill Factor (F F ), current density (Jsc ),
and efficiency (η) are very similar to the other implementa-
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Fig. 2. Current and power characteristic of a fabricated solar cell
TABLE I
S OLAR CELL COMPARISON
Solar Cell
Proposed
Vikocell
Misol Electric
Green’19 [5]
Iyengar’10 [11]
Lee’11 [12]

η
(%)
16.4
16 − 19
19 − 18
25
14.1
17.91

Jsc
(mA/cm2 )
39.3
37
40
42.7
31.4
41.28

Voc
(mV )
560
620 − 650
750 − 800
706
594
560

FF
(%)
74
77 − 81
75 − 85
82.8
75.7
78.64

Fig. 3. Solar module

tions, but the reduced complexity in the structure and process
fabrication of the proposed solar cells results in lower costs.
In order to charge a battery, a DC-DC step-up converter
is needed to increase the DC voltage to the required level, in
particular 3.3V for Li-ion and solid state batteries. The DC-DC
converter used, which will be described in Section III, needs at
least 1.1V to start-up. This means that, considering the solar
cell open circuit voltage, at least two series-connected cells are
needed. Furthermore, as the output current needed to charge a
single cell battery is 0.1 times its maximum capacity [13], a
module consisting of four solar cells was proposed, as shown
in Fig. 3, with 2 parallel connected sets of 2 series-connected
cells. In this way, the module is expected to provide an output
voltage of 1.12V and a short circuit current of 78.6mA.
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TABLE II
LM2621 CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter
Start-up voltage
Minimum input voltage
Operating frequency
Output Voltage
Maximum output current

L
6.8uH

Vin

SW

Value
1.1V
0.65V
Up to 2M Hz
1.24V − 14V
1A

C1
22uF

Vout

BOOT

LM2621
PGND
SGND FB

R1
500

EN

VDD
FREQ

RB

C2
68uF
C3
100nF

Rf1
Rf2
Cf1
39pF

In practice, due to process variations during fabrication, the
electrical characteristics of the solar cells in the module are
not the same. This implies that the open circuit voltage for
a parallel connection is determined by the cell that provides
the lowest value, and the short circuit current in a series
connection is also determined by the lowest value. Therefore,
the actual equivalent open circuit voltage and short circuit
current of the module could be reduced.

(a)

Resistor Bank (RB)

R 2R

III. DC-DC STEP - UP CONVERTER

Rf 2 =

Rf 1
−1

Vout
1.24

(1)

with a recommended value of Rf 1 = 150kΩ.
Therefore, Rf 2 = 90.2kΩ was chosen to set a 3.3V output
voltage. Also, following the manufacturer recommendation,
L = 6.8µH was chosen and an MBRS140T3 Motorola Schottky diode was used. The operation frequency is determined by
the resistor Rf q so, in order to be able to dynamically change
the frequency or manually select it, instead of a single resistor,
a resistor bank (RB) was used. The designed Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) is shown in Fig. 5. The switches used to select
the frequency are digitally controlled. The resistor values were
chosen to vary from 60kΩ to 400kΩ in order to cover the
entire frequency range mentioned by the manufacturer, from
400kHz to 1.8M Hz, by taking the parallel equivalent from
the selected resistors.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The PV microsystem was experimentally characterized outdoors on a sunny February day (typical weather conditions
in Puebla, Mexico) at midday, at 23o C environmental temperature. The solar module provided an open circuit voltage
of 1.03V and a short circuit current of 48.5mA, due to the
differences between the solar cells resulting from process

NR

(b)
Fig. 4. DC-DC step-up converter using LM2621 circuit: (a) core circuit; (b)
resistor bank

Solar Cell
connection

In order to adapt the voltage levels and charge the battery,
the step-up converter LM2621 (Texas Instruments) was used.
The most important characteristics of the converter are summarized in Table II. It requires, as already mentioned, a minimum
voltage of 1.1V to start up, can work with input voltages as
low as 0.65V and is able to provide up to 14V and 1A at the
output.
A typical configuration of the LM2621 circuit, with the
values for the passive elements recommended by the manufacturer, is shown in Fig. 4. The output voltage is selected by
choosing the Rf 1 and Rf 2 resistor values, taking into account
the relationship between these elements given by:

3R

Step-up
converter

Resistor Bank

Fig. 5. PCB with the DC-DC step-up converter

variations. Although according to the specifications provided
by the manufacturer, the step-up converter needs a higher startup voltage (1.1V ), during the experimental tests it was able to
start with the voltage provided by the module (1.03V ). If this
had not been the case, an external voltage would have been
required to start-up the converter.
The resistor bank RB was used to program the operation
frequency. Figure 6 shows the output voltage and the power
delivered by the step-up converter to the charge, for minimum
(400kHz) and maximum (1.8M Hz) operation frequency. The
V-I curve of the PV microsystem was characterized using
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V. C ONCLUSIONS

12

A PV microsystem, based on a 4-cell solar module and
a commercial step-up converter, was designed to charge a
battery in portable applications. The solar module, composed
of textured crystalline silicon solar cells fabricated at INAOE,
provided outdoors 1.03V open circuit output voltage and
48.5mA short circuit current. It was shown that the step-up
converter should work at 400kHz (minimum frequency) in
order to optimize the power delivered to the battery at 3.3V .
Under those conditions, the system is able to charge a battery
of 3mAh capacity. Increasing the number of cells connected
in parallel in the solar module would increase the available
output current at a constant voltage, thus making it possible
to charge batteries with higher capacity.
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Fig. 6. V-I and P-I curves for: (a) maximum frequency operation fmax =
1.8M Hz; (b) minimum frequency operation fmin = 400kHz

a variable resistor as a load. When the operation frequency
is minimum, the maximum output power is 10.5mW , and
the output voltage can be kept almost constant for an output
current of maximum 3mA. In contrast, at maximum operation
frequency, the maximum power delivered by the converter
is 13.3mW , but the output voltage is constant only up to
an output current of 1mA. This means that, even though
the maximum power scavenged from the module is higher
at higher operation frequencies, the maximum power at the
required constant output voltage is lower, as the current range
for that constant output voltage is reduced. Note that voltage
regulation is a must to charge the battery, and should be better
than ±1%, according to [13]. Thus, the step-up converter
should work at minimum operation frequency for battery
charging purposes. When working at 400kHz, the converter
is able to deliver up to 9.9mW at a 3.3V output voltage,
which implies that the proposed PV microsystem can be used
to charge a battery of 3mAh capacity.
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